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Abstract--The utilization of renewable energy sources have 

been increasing day by day. Solar, wind, biomass, wave, etc. are 

some of the renewable energy sources. Solar, wind and hydro 

are more commonly used than others. Solar energy has many 

advantages such as abundance, renewability, continuation, and 

pollution free etc. Advancing technology increases people’s life 

standards. Over time, high life standards have stopped being a 

luxury and entered people’s homes with smart home automation 

systems. With the advances in Internet technologies, people now 

expect to be able to control their homes and workplaces over the 

Internet too. This study controls six different 

Computer/Internet-based systems of smart home automation in 

a house which is included solar arrays. These systems were 

illumination of three different rooms, temperature control of a 

room, garden irrigation system control, and home security 

system control. With the software written, all these systems were 

monitored online on a website. These controls were successfully 

experimented on the model house with the smart home 

automation system designed. 

 
 

Index term-- Internet access, pv arrays, renewable energy, 

smart home automation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UMAN needs are changing increasingly by the day 

along with the advancing technology. Millions of 

engineers and scientists around the world are working 

towards achieving these advances. Recent human needs entail 

the facilitation of home and work life. Many previously 

manual operations can now be performed automatically with 

the automation systems developed with the help of advancing 

technology. Such efforts are known by the name “Smart 

Home Automation Systems”. The main goal of this concept 

is to enable a safer, easier, more comfortable and economic 

life. The energy consumption has been also increasing since 

these systems are increasing. So, it is utilized from renewable 

energy sources to meet the energy.  

Commonly used methods in smart home automation 

systems include phone control, internet based control, Plc 

control and computer control. 

Even though smart buildings were defined for the first time 

at the beginning of the 1980s in the USA, it only reached 

Turkey in 1984. At first, applications in the country were 

based on observation. Many applications around this time and 

thereafter targeted the comfort of healthy and ordinary 

people. Yumurtaci et al. studied smart home systems and the 

technologies usually used in these systems [1]. 
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Yet another study designed a smart home automation 

system over GSM technology.  This technology works over a 

phone line by processing digitized tones, and has the 

advantage of being used independently of time and place. 

Isik et al. used a different method to design another mobile 

phone based smart home automation system [2]. Bekcibasi 

and Tenruh studied control over telephone and concluded that 

it may be preferred owing to its ease and reasonable 

maintenance costs [3]. There are many other studies on GSM 

technology [4-8]. For Internet control, the design is made 

with a server card embedded into the web interface and 

accessing the system over the Internet [9-12]. Other 

researchers studied computer controlled smart home 

automation systems. In this method, control is achieved via 

the interface program on a desktop or laptop computer by 

accessing micro-controlled circuits over ports [13-14]. Smart 

home systems designed for Plc control operate by accessing 

the Plc over a written Scada [15]. There are also other studies 

on smart home automation systems, most of which used 

micro controller design [16-17]. Other researchers have 

investigated the general structure of smart home automation 

systems [18-30]. Hazer et al. studied the control parameters 

and benefits of smart home automation [31]. Some 

researchers have investigated the renewable energy and 

energy systems of smart home automation systems [32, 33]. 

Smart home automation systems may be used to control 

electronic tools and systems such as security [34, 35], 

temperature [36, 37], RF command [38, 39], illumination 

[40], TV, sound systems, irrigation systems, curtain control, 

and garden/garage gate control. These systems may 

particularly benefit disabled and old people’s lives. 

When people are away from their homes, they wish to 

control what is happening over smart home automation 

systems. For instance, having left for their summer vacation, 

a family may want to check their home security system or 

irrigation for the garden from afar. Similarly, a family may 

want to check the temperature at home on the internet and 

adjust it before they arrive home after an evening out. This 

study aims to enable the control of different home electronic 

systems by means of renewable energy sources away from 

home. The energy which is required for this purpose is 

provided by pv array. These systems controlled via a 

computer were the illumination of three rooms, temperature 

control of a room, home security system control, and the 

control of garden irrigation system. 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The designed smart home automation system was accessed 

over the internet. The system basically works over a computer 

program. System information is entered on a database 

through a website. This database is kept on a rental server. 

PV Array Based Smart Home Automation 

System 

A. Şenpınar 
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The computer program reads and transmits data regularly 

from the database to the control circuit. There are six active 

outputs from the computer in the system. These outputs are 

used to illuminate three rooms, start and stop air conditioning 

for temperature in a room, start and stop the garden irrigation 

system, activate and stop the home security system. 

Optionally, the number of outputs can be increased; any 

device on a power line, for instance an iron, tv, or electric 

oven may be controlled. The designed system has 8 outputs 

and six of them are ready for active use. Further, the system 

may also be used to control the temperature of three rooms. 

Another feature on the system is that it allows the eight input 

unit to be checked over a website. The system is not affected 

by power outages because it is supported by pv arrays. Fig.1 

shows the block diagram of the designed system. Fig.2 shows 

the model house where the designed smart home automation 

system could be established. The designed system has five 

main components: pv array, internet access, computer 

software program, control circuit and driver circuit. 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Block diagram of the designed system  

 

 
 

Fig.2. Model house 

 

A. Pv Array 

A PV cell is a specialized semiconductor material with a p–

n junction. It converts sunlight into electricity through a basic 

process called photovoltaic effect. The energy generated by 

the cell is in direct proportion with the visible light it has been 

exposed to. Additionally, conversion efficiency also depends 

on extending the plane. The amount of the current and the 

voltage changes depending on the amount of sunlight shining 

on the cell. Then, the I–V equation is: 

 

I= Il –I0 ( e
(qV)/(kT)-1)     (1) 

where Il is the component of the pv cell current due to 

photons, electrical load (q =1,6*10-19C), k =1,38*10-23 j/K 

(Boltzman constant) and T is the cell temperature in Kelvin. 

 

B. Internet Access 

Internet access enables remote access to the system. It 

allows people to control their smart home automation system 

by using a predefined website. As the website supports 

mobile devices, the system may also be accessed over smart 

phones. Website design has two components. The first one 

entails the inclusion or exclusion of the electronic devices or 

systems to be controlled. The buttons here are used to switch 

on/switch off. The first component shows the current 

temperature in a pre-specified room on the screen. Based on 

this temperature, the user can control the air conditioning 

system for heating in winter or cooling in sun. Buttons in the 

second line in Fig.3 are used to switch on/switch off for 

garden (irrigation), air conditioning (rooms) and home 

security. The second component includes the 

activation/deactivation of the home security system. When an 

alarm goes off while the security system is in use, this 

component notifies us and provides see on the screen from 

website. Buttons in the last line in Fig.3 show the alarm 

statuses. For example; when the alarm conditions are active, 

it turns red from green. Fig.3 shows the web page. 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Web page 

 

C. Computer Software Program 

The computer software program is a desktop application 

using the RS-232 series communication that controls the 

designed system. Fig.4 shows the flow chart of it. This 

application provides the connection between the internet site 

and the control circuit. Owing to this program, the devices on 

the smart home automation system may be controlled over 

the home computer when there is no internet. Below is a 

screenshot from when the application runs for the first time 

(Fig.5). 

This application has two sections. The first one includes the 

settings for the connection between the application and the 

control circuit. The COM port to connect to and the speed for 

the connection are selected here. When the COM port is 

clicked, currently usable ports are displayed. If the port that 

our device has been connected to is not shown among the 

ports, the connection between the port and the electronic 

circuit needs to be checked. The second section is where the 

devices on the system can be checked. It has been designed 

to check 6 devices and includes 12 buttons for the switch 

on/switch off operations. The left side of the dual buttons is 

used for energizing, and the right side for de-energizing. All 

buttons have active and passive positions.  
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Fig.4. The flow chart of desktop application    

 

 
 

Fig.5. Screenshot of the desktop application  

 

These positions provide information about whether that 

device is working online or not. This enables us to view the 

device that we wish to control and change its position 

accordingly. In addition, the temperature values of the rooms 

can also see in this section if want. 

D. Control Circuit 

The control circuit is the unit that enables communication 

between the computer and the devices to be controlled. This 

circuit is connected to the computer output and controls the 

driver circuit according to the commands received. At the 

same time, it sends the information from the security system 

and the value from the temperature sensor to the computer. 

The microprocessor used was Microchip’s 16F877A from the 

PIC family. This microprocessor has enough input/output 

ports for the controls. It also enables the RS-232 series 

communication protocol that the system requires to 

communicate with the computer.  

The system has 6 active outputs and has been designed to 

control up to 8 outputs with the same design. All controls 

made over the computer application can be viewed 

simultaneously on the website designed. In other words, the 

designed pv array based smart home automation system may 

be controlled both from a distance over the website and from 

home computer. The control circuit diagram and card are 

shown in Fig.6. 
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Fig.6. Control circuit diagram and card 

 

 
 

Fig.7. Driver circuit diagram and card 

 
E.  Electronics Driver Circuit 

The electronics driver circuit is used to switch on and off 

the loaded devices depending on logic-1 (+5V) and logic-0 

(GND) from the control circuit. It has a relay and a transistor. 

The transistor provides the energy needed for the relay by 

elevating according to the logic information received. With 

the led connected to the circuit, it may be understood whether 

the driver is active or passive. This circuit was designed as a 

model to control only one output. The system has 6 active 

outputs and so six leds in Fig.7 are active. It can be increased 

to control up to 8 outputs with the same design if needs. 

For every other output, the circuits can be multiplied. Below 

is a diagram and complete state of a driver circuit for 

controlling a device (Fig.7). 

 

F.   The Input Units of System 

The input units of the system are those that transmit any 

alarm incidents to the control card when the alarm output is 

active. The designed circuit supports eight alarm incidents. 

During the experiments, 4 active alarm inputs were used. 

These were as follows:  

 

2.1. Humidity Sensor 

The sensor used in the system measures humidity and yields 

an appropriate analog output. The output signal is between 0-

5V. This sensor is used with a comparator circuit. With the 

help of a potentiometer on the circuit, the desired humidity 

level is set. If the humidity level increases this pre-specified 

level, the circuit yields logic-1 information. Afterwards read 

with a microprocessor, this information is shown in the 

computer software and the Internet site. 

 

2.2. Fire Sensor 

The fire sensor in the system is one that yields analog output 

by perceiving ultraviolet (UV) light. It is used with a 

comparator circuit. With the help of a potentiometer on the 

circuit, the desired fire level is set. If the fire level in the 

environment increases this at any given time, we are informed 

over the computer and the website via the microprocessor. 

 

2.3. Motion (PIR) Sensor 

Known as the PIR sensor, this motion sensor yields 3V 

digital output based on the motion level. For as long as 

motion exists and depending on the time set, this 3V output 

continues. When there is no motion, the output is 0V. As the 

microprocessor does not perceive 3V as logic, an additional 

logic inverter has been used in the circuit between output and 

the microprocessor. 

 

2.4. Flooding Sensor 

The sensor functions on dry contact logic. It has two ends. 

One is connected to the feeding voltage. The other is 

connected to the microprocessor. If the water level rises, the 

sensor closes its contacts and thus logic-1 is fed into the 

microprocessor. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION 

The designed smart home automation system may be 

controlled over a website or the computer depending on the 

user’s preference. A laptop was used to put this system into 

use. First, pv array and charge regulator are connected to 

system. Then, the energy needed for the system is met by 

them. To begin with, the desktop application was downloaded 

on the laptop. Following this, connection was established 

between the control and driver circuits and the computer. 

Finally, the loads we planned to control were connected to the 

driver circuit and the system was ready to be used. The 

overview of the experimental system can be seen in Fig.8. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.8. Overview of the experimental system 

 

In order to run the smart home automation system, the 

desktop application was operated to observe the temperature 

data and alarm status from the control circuit. Then, a 

personal website was reached from the computer to observe 

the change in the alarm status connected to the security 

system in the circuit. The alarm indicator that is normally is 

green turns red if the alarm is activated. The changes in room 

temperature at different times can be observed from the 

internet page (Fig.9). 

 

     
 

Fig. 9 Changes in temperature 
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Fig.10. Observation of led and loads with all active output 

 

When all outputs are active, the 6 led lights on the driver 

card give off light. The small computer fan representing the 

air-conditioning system keeps working, and the water pump 

representing the irrigation system moves the water in the 

glass (Fig.10). 

When a load at an output is active, the led connected to that 

output is on (Fig.11). This shows whether an output is active 

or passive. When will outputs are active as above, all of the 6 

different controls on the smart home automation system may 

be made: illumination of 3 rooms, temperature (air-

conditioning) control in one room, garden irrigation system 

control, and home security system control. 

As input to the system, four active inputs were tried. The 

changes in the website and desktop application were observed 

online by boiling water in a kettle and applying vapor on the 

humidity sensor, by bringing a lighter close to the fire sensor, 

by moving a hand in front of the motion sensor, and by 

pouring water into a glass with the flood sensor in it (Fig.11). 

 

 
 

Fig.11. Observation of input units 

 

 
 

Fig.12. Observation of temperature changing 
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In addition, the temperature change that occurred when one 

of the room temperature sensors was heated with a lighter was 

observed instantly on the website and the desktop application 

(Fig.12). 

The designed smart home automation system has been also 

supported by renewable energy sources, such as pv array. 

That is why the energy consumption needed for the control 

and driver cards in the system is approximately 5-10W. The 

energy consumption of a laptop computer controlling these is 

approximately between 60-70W. The modem for the internet 

connection also consumes an average of 5W, thus 

necessitating a total of approximately 80-100W energy 

consumption. As can be seen, the energy required for the 

system may be provided by a 100W solar panel. In this 

experiment, the pv array for 80 W was been used. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The use of solar energy in building is one important 

contribution for the reduction of fossil fuel consumption and 

harmful emissions to the environment. Solar energy used for 

industrial processes is an inevitable trend in future. Solar 

energy is clean and safe in many industrial sectors. This study 

focused on using the internet to control the illumination 

system, temperature system, irrigation system, and security 

system for pv array based smart home. It is an advantage of 

the designed smart home automation system that it may be 

controlled both over a website and with a computer. The 

reasonable costs of the automation system and its ease of 

application are the other advantages. This system facilitates 

human life. The designed smart home automation system can 

be applied to a small model house in future works.  

Future studies may regularly record home controls and 

temperature information in graphics. This would enable an 

observation of how long a device works daily and how much 

energy they consume on average. The system may also be 

made more useful by add on such as mobile device software 

and RF command. 
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